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Hathaway wins post by 9 votes
By Dave Davis
Staff Reporter

Randall Hathaway, junior (ASS), won the SGA presidential
election yesterday by nine votes.

(Newsphoto by id Suba)

By a margin of only nine votes,
Randall Hathaway, junior (AiS)
defeated Raymond J. Marvar. junior
IB A.i. in the race tor Student
Government Association (SGA)
president.
Hathaway, who received MS votes,
squeaked by Marvar. who gathered 6*6
votes.
Marvar. however, filed an official
request for a recount by the SGA
Elections Board just minutes after the
resu Us were announced last night.
A disappointed Marvar said be
believed a recount was necessary
because of a discrepancy between the
number of ballots and the number of
signatures on the computerised lists of
eligible student voters.
There were five fewer signatures on
the computer lists than there were
ballots
Steven J. Dennen. chairman of the
Election Board, could give no specific
time when the recount would take
place.
Both Marvar and Hathaway
observed the counting during the
nearly eight hours it took to certify
ballots which were refused by the
computer.

Hathaway was ecstatic, and
accepted congratulations from other
members of his party gathered in the
Student Court Room of the Student
Services Bldg. The announcement
came at about 5 SO p m
In the other races. Montel Jennings,
junior (AiS), defeated write-in
candidate Rookie O'Ryan. sophomore
(AiS). by a vote of 853 to 351 to win the
vice-presidency
Dennis C. Bottonari. junior IBA ).
soundly defeated Daniel F Uarfield.
junior IB.A), by a count of 919 to 381 in
the race for student representative to
the Board of Trustees.
In another lopsided win. Richard L
Parrlsh. junior (Ed), beat Jeff D
Natalino. junior (B.A.I. a write-In
candidate by a vote of 888 to 195 for the
coordinator of state and community
affairs position.
In the race for coordinator of
academic affairs, Mary H Framme.
junior ill A '. polled 631 votes in a
narrow victory over Henry D Thomas,
junior l AiS 1, who received 566 votes
In the three-way race for coordinator
of cultural affairs. Kim R Jakeway,
junior (Ed.). defeated both Michael J
Coman. sophomore (B.A.I, and
William R Erlckson, junior IB A.).
Jakeway tallied 520 votes to Coman's
424andErickson's339.

Susan M Constable, junior (Ed),
was the top vote-getter in the running
for the eight student senator posts
Constable received 857 votes
Seven other students will join
Constable as student senators and are
listed by the number of votes received.
Susan J Kloos. junior (AiS). 771;
Mary I. Foltz. junior i Hit's >. 757.
Virginia E Motiee junior i AiS I 717.
David H Crowl. junior IB.A I. 694.
Tim S Mctlee. junior iB.A >. 693,
Brad O Bauer, junior Kil i. 599. and
Mary L Camellia junior i Ed I. 576
The losing candidates were Henry
P Montgomery, junior (BA i. 562.
Milton Wllkes. junior lAiSl. 482
Robert W Harbottle. junior II A
412; Ridge D Tenney, freshman
■ 11A > 375; Pete Schmitz. junior
(Ed), 370. and Kenneth Simonson.
sophomore I AiSi. 282
Winning the race for two Union
Activities Organization director atlarge positions were Paul J Addesai.
junior (AiSl. 1.032. and Darryl L.
Rolandelli. junior (B A 1. 859
Both Addessi and Rolandelli were
unopposed for election
Two of the more noteworthy of the
dozens of write-ins polled were
Douglas G. Bugle. SGA president, one
vote, and Chief Rallabooma. six votes
Both were for president

Men's varsity sports seek
$737,000 from general fee
ByMarkDatesh
•ad Lyaa Dagas
Judging from* the number of
observers, the budget request for
general fee monies concerning
students moat was presented last night
to the Advisory Committee on General
Fee Allocations (ACGPA).
Ten students, the Largest number
present at the hearings, heard Director
of Intercollegiate Athletics Richard A.
Young present the 8737.595 request for
the vanity sports program. This
represents an increase of 848.595 over
last year's allocation of 1689,000
Though intercollegiate
athletics
directly involves only 550 men and 237
women. Young said be feels that "It if
an educational experience for those
who participate and for those who
attend ."
"Much of what is done is based on
precedent and the competitive level
which is aspired to." Young said in
explaining his large request.
"WE TRY TO put our programs in a
degree of escalation." be continued
"Everybody would like to do better."
Apparently a number of sports would
"like to do better." as 11 of 12 varsity
sports requested increases within the
budget
Nearly $350,000. or about one-third of
the budget, is allotted for grants-in-aid
to athletes.

Young said grants-in-aid are
necessary, since "we're boxed in by
our competition "
Young said the high amount of
financial support to athletes is due to
"a vicious cycle" of many schools
competing dollar-wise for athletic
talent
"All wed have to do is hang a sign
out and we'd get 200 kids to come out
and play football." Young told the
committee. "But it wouldn't be the
caliber of football you're used to
"IF WE PLAYED Findlay. Wittenberg or Otterbein in our gym. we
wouldn't get the spectators for
basketball we get now." he continued.
The University offers 75 grants-inaid for football. Young said, the same
number as all other Mid-American
Conference (MAC I schools.
Young said there is a trend to
decrease the number of financiallysupported athletes throughout the
nation The MAC reduced its number
from US to 75 last year, he pointed out
"I'd be happy if everyone eliminated
grants-in-aid completely," Young said
"But until they do. we're forced to
compete."
ACGFA also heard a request for
$28,066 from the Black Board of
Cultural Activities IBBCAI BBCA's
request exceeds last year's allocation
by 118.586

Committee member David Snyder.
graduate student, said he saw
duplication in BBCA's requests for
cultural programs with similar
requests found In the budget of the
Black Student Union (BSU).
SNYDER SAID BBCA and BSU both
sought monies for Black Culture Week
and for black-oriented magazines and
books for a cultural library.
BSU requested 84.675 for the two
programs, while BBCA asked for
84.800
BBCA special events chairman
James Williamson told Snyder he had
not seen BSU's budget request and was
not aware of overlap in requested
funding
Ellen Kindle, senior (AiS) and an
ACGFA member, asked Williamson
about the difference between BSU and
BBCA.
"Basically, the aim of Black
Cultural Activities is to emphasize the
creative arts." he replied. "BSU looks
at things more from a political
aspect."
KINDLE ALSO questioned why
BBCA and not BSU appropriated 8700
for hosting a Black Student Union
Conference
Williamson said that the conference
"usually is a workshop dealing with

programming of cultural activities."
He said that BBCA performed
functions similar to Cultural Boost
lee Arena Director James J. Ruehl
Sr. presented a 8182.5(8 request (or the
University's ice facility. ACGFA gave
8166.800 in general fee monies to the
Ice Arena last year.
More than 8130.000 in the budget
covers building debt requirements.
About 886.000 is alloted for payment
of principal and interest on bonds
which helped finance the facility, with
over 844,000 supplimenting the Ice
Arena's depreciation reserve.
DR. HARVEY Donley. professor of
quantitative analysis and control,
pointed out that about 45 per cent of the
Ice Arena's expenses are paid for
through general fee monies, while only
55 per cent comes directly from people
using the facility.
He asked Ruehl if the Ice Arena
should raise its prices for use of the
ice.
"We did raise our fees already, and I
think we've hurt our numbers by doing
it," Ruehl replied.
Last night was the final meeting for
hearing budget requests for monies
from the 1975-76 general fee. ACGFA
will begin deliberations on fee monies
allocations Saturday, 8 a.m. In Student
Court Room of Student Services Bldg

Safety panel to conduct survey
By Lerralae Jameson
Suit Reporter
The Campus Safety Advisory Panel
yesterday made plans to survey University faculty, staff and students
about their reactions towards Campus
Safety's operations
Earl Britt. senior i Ed i and chairman of the panel, said a survey might
point out areas where faculty, students
and staff are "in the dark" concerning
University police operations
"It might be useful for the department to know where there are areas of
ignorance," Britt said
Britt said that a survey also might
tell the panel about issues which are of
concern to the campus such as the use

of firearms by Campus Safety officers
and the way in which Campus Safety
handles rape cases
"I think the survey will be a good
idea," said Dr Joseph B. Perry, professor of sociology and a panel
member "I worry about putting
energy and effort into something that
might not get results, but maybe this
will be different."
Dr. Perry said the survey might be
able to reach people who normally
would be afraid to speak up with
complaints.
Dale F. Shaffer, director of Campus
Safety, said that the survey should
differentiate between Campus Safety's
operations and Parking Services'.
Shaffer said many of the negative
reactions he receives about Campus

Time to change
Daylight Saving Time goes into
effect at 2 am. Sunday.
According to the Transportation
Department, most Americans should
turn their clocks ahead one hour at that
time. That means it will be 3 a .m.
All of Ohio will make the change to
"fast time" Sunday. The easternmost
time zone in Michigan will remain on

h

standard time until April 27. The 80
counties of Indiana, easternmost time
zone will remain on standard time
permanently. However, the state's
other counties will change.
Other states not changing Sunday are
Arizona, Hawaii and Idaho.
So remember. Sunday it is "spring
ahead, fallback."

Safety really concern Parking
Services.
Dr Perry said mini-grants - small
amounts of money for research purposes - are available from some
college offices, the Provost's office
and the Graduate School, and the
survey might be able to obtain funding
from a grant.
Expenses would include paper costs,
the cost of designing the survey,
mailing it to off-campus students, and
paying someone to help formulate and
conduct the survey in order to insure
its technical accuracy, he said.
Dr. Thomas D. Klein, assistant professor of English and an advisory panel
member, suggested contacting graduate students and faculty members to
see if they would be interested in
working on the survey
The panel
also discussed future programs and
activities. Britt said he would be
interested in learning more about drug
enforcement and drug crisis management by Campus Safety.
Britt suggested that Campus Safety's
interaction with residence hall staff,
KARMA, the drug crisis center and
agencies such as the Metro drug unit in
Toledo would be good topics for discussion at future meetings.
A presentation by a member of the
KARMA staff is tentatively set for

Thursday. The panel is also going to try
to arrange for residence hall staff
members and someone from the Metro
drug unit to speak about drug enforcement during the first part of March.
According to Shaffer, the Metro drug
unit has jurisdiction to work undercover on the University campus, but
has hardly ever been active here in the
past three or four years
Shaffer said Campus Safety officers
do not work in an undercover capacity
here because the University area is
relatively small. Campus Safety
officers would easily be recognizable,
be said
Also, undercover work is not good for
the community image Campus Safety
tries to maintain, Shaffer said.

Weather
Mestly saaay aad warmer
today Highs 48 88 41. Partly
cloedy tealgkt. Lows is the mid
aad appcr Us. Increasing
deadliest aad warmer tomorrow.
Hlgas la the mid aad aaaer 48s.
Preeabillty of precipltatio. scar
sera today aad tealgkt.

Yesterday an campus St. Vincent Hospital tested students'
bleed for sickle cell anemia. According te Chris Douglas,
project manager from Ohio Health Deportment, a person
must see an informative slide show about the disease before
being tested. The program is scheduled to return te the
University in the beginning of March for the purpose of
drawing area people at well as students. (Newsphoto by fd
Suba)
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policy showdown
The struggle between Congress and President Gerald R. Ford over the
nation's energy policies looks like it may turn into a knock-down, dragout fight
Wednesday the Senate voted to delay the Presidents increase in tariffs
on imported oil. Ford said he would immediately veto the measure.
Congress and Ford are at odds over the nation's energy policy in
relation to the economy Ford wants to hold up our nation's "growing
energy vulnerability" while Congress wants to stimulate the economy
first and worry about energy second.
If the President's oil tariff increase is enacted, it would probably mean
higher prices for petroleum products in the U.S. market, especially on
gasoline.
Congress wants the people to have money to spend on other things in
order, to encourage economic growth.
Congress appears to have the upper hand in oil tariff bill battle Ford
will have to compromise to get enough votes in the Senate to sustain his
veto.
This is only the first in a line of showdowns over economic and energy
policies between Ford and Congress If the political battle gets too
heated, neither sides' programs will be effective, and the American
people will be the real losers

nice start
Wednesday's poor voter turnout for the Student Government
Association (SGAt elections damages the new SGA administration
before it even takes office.
Less than 10 per cent of the campus population voted, and Election
Board Chairman Steven J. Dennen summed up the mood of the campus
when he said "there seemed to be a lack of real interest."
The new SGA administration finds itself faced with the prospect of
little student support, but that's nothing new. University students have
never really rallied behind SGA, and this will obviously not be the year
that they will do so.
SGA will have a tough time presenting themselves to the University
administration as valid representatives of the student body. A total of
about 1,490 votes cast out of more than 15.000 possible certainly cannot be
classified as a mandate.
SGA has had a rough time in recent years trying to drum up student
support and interest.
If Wednesday's elections are any indication, the new administration
will have an even rougher time of it this year.

let's hear from you
The BU News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than (our typed pages triple-spared
The News maintains Ihe right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor. CO The BG News. 106
University I'all

ford readies for race
WASHINGTON-Although President
Ford has copyinced all but a few
diehard skeptics thai he will stand for
election next year, his plans for
securing the Republican nomination
remain very fluid.
He has not yet decided, for example,
whether to enter the 1976 presidential
primaries or whether to ignore them,
though his present inclination is lo take
the latter course His chief political
lieutenants have not yet submitted any
recommendations on that highly
important point.
White House counselor Robert T.
Hartman and his assistant John
Calkins, have but recently begun to
examine the presidential primary
scene for 1976 and to ponder whether
Mr. Ford would be better served by
passing them up or entering a select
few.
For Republicans anxious to push
Ford aside, next year's primary route
for the presidential nomination would
seem to be a golden opportunity to deal
the Ford candidacy a severe blow.
Conservative ideologues are thus
urging former California Governor
Ronald Reagan to go the primary
route-assuming he won't bolt the
party.
THEY ARGUE that even if the
President skips the primaries, a
substantial Republican vote for
Reagan would weaken Mr. Ford's
stature at the national convention and
give Reagan a lot of clout And they

J.F. IfrHorll

0

point out that if Mr. Ford were lo enter
some primaries and Reagan were able
to top him in the balloting, the results
would be almost fatal to a Ford
candidacy.
It might then be possible. Reagan
has been told, to persuade GOP
convention delegates to overcome
their natural inclination to nominate
the White House incumbent.
Reagan militants already have
revived the specter of a rerun of the
1932 Republican race, when the GOP
renominated an unpopular Herbert
Hoover and saw him go down to defeat
at the hands of Franklin Roosevelt.
But the President. Hartmann. long
time Ford adviser Melvin Laird and
others don't view the 1976 scene as a
repeat of 1932. Mr. Ford believes his
popularity, while still uncomfortably
low. is on the way up. albeit it slowly.
As he observed wryly the other day
to a friend. "How can my polls do
anything but improve?"
The President's stubborn self-confidence is based on several things, all
intertwined. Foremost, he thinks the

nation's economy will show noticeable
improvement by the end of this year.
He intends to claim credit for any
improvement, even, as one aide
observed, if administration policies
have nothing to do with it.

recognised conservative to a key
administration spot.
After naming a woman, a black and
two moderates to Cabinet openings, a
Ford adviser said. "We owe the
conservatives one."

SECONDLY, MR. FORD Is
convinced that most conservatives are
not ready to form a new right-wing
party. After all. he has observed to his
satisfaction, the GOP has won four of
the last six presidential races even
though it has not been the majority
party for four decades.
Additionally, the President knows
from his own quarter century in the
Republican vineyard that businessmen
prefer a known quantity to an
unknown; and that while they may be
more conservative on some things,
most businessmen cannot find great
fault with Ford's policies.
As the economy improves, the
President's men believe conservative
dissidents will find it harder to attack
Mr. Ford
Indeed, advisers like Hartmann and
Laird think that conservatives will
have to rally to Ford's side in fighting
the big spending bills and the antirecession "red ink" measures that the
heavily Democratic Congress will try
to pass over Ford vetoes
Beyond this. Mr. Ford still have two
aces up his sleeve that should help
satisfy the opposition on the right.
While he has not yet picked the man or
the post, he intends to name a

MOREOVER, THE President
expects conservatives to be pleasantly
-though grudgingly-surprised by the
cautious approach to social programs
that Vice President Rockefeller will be
taking as chairman of the While House
Domestic Council.
Although conservatives have long
viewed Rockefeller as a big-government liberal, the Vice President and
Mr. Ford have held lengthy discussions
on giving states and localities a greater
say In the administration of federally
supported programs.
That philosophy, in bine with the
thinking of many conservatives, will
become visible when Rockefeller
unveils his Domestic Council
recommendations in the near future.
Mr. Ford figures that the principal
elements of the conservative wing will
be back inside his tent at convention
time-probably including
Ronald
Reagan.
Indeed, if things proceed as he and
his strategists hope, it may not be
necessary for him to run in the
primaries in order to clinch his party's
nod

I was originally told to "hang on to
my ticket" until further notice. OK, I'll
hold my ticket (lest (31, but what do I
do with those belonging to my out-ofstate friends'1 Maybe I'll invite them
another time-for another concert?
I am not criticizing all the actions of
the Cultural Boost, for they have
provided a variety of enjoyable
entertainment on this campus (They
even give discounts to members!)
UAO has also made attempts to
satisfy the apathetically hostile
masses. But do not let this bit of praise
and appreciation dim the lights on the
habitual cancellation of scheduled
concerts.

to be informed of their party's
platform in the upcoming election
An appointment was set up to give
them the opportunity to speak with the
residents of Kreischer Quad The
meeting was to be held Wed . Feb.
12. at 8 p.m. in Darrow's coffeehouse

LeTTera
denial reasons
not valid
Of course not all students want to see
their money go to support the caused of
the Ohio Marijuana Coalition or'Vr '
bring Daniel Fllsberg here to speak. '
but not all students want to see their
money go to support the outrageous
costs of the athletics programs, or
every fun-time, happy-land activity of
the UAO either
One service of the SGA is lo provide
another dimension to our educationhere, and I think this has been
incorrectly labeled as taking political •
stands. .
I am sure il persons went to Doug •-

'THESE PEOPLE JUST DONT UNDERSTAND MY DEEP CONCERN FOR THEIR WELFARE!'

Bugie and requested funds to bring a
conservative speaker here, he would
have consented. The question is—did
anyone try? Action gets results, and
apathy gets the outcome.
I am very glad to finally see some of
my fees being directed to such areas
that I consider worthwhile, and do not
consider the reasoning given by the
ACGFA valid -for the denial of
additional funds to SGA.
Caprice Huffman
17103 Haskins Rd

vulnerable
to criticism
After reading The BG News and
discovering my last final was on
Friday, I returned to my "spacious"
dorm room, settled in a "comfortable"
chair, and listened to the obnoxious
voice of Barry Dane announcing the
cancellation of the Peter Frampton
concert, scheduled for Feb. 13.
As I understand it. Mr Frampton's
103 degree temperature will prevent
him. and Babe Ruth from performing
for one month. I What about the James
Cotton Band'' I
I must congratulate Cultural Boost
on another "successful'' no-show
Among these acts we must include
Mahogany Rush i with Aerosmith) and
the James Cotton Band (with Peter
Frampton).
Oh. let us not forget the joint effort
of Cultural Boost with our ever-popular
UAO to present Todd Rundgren in
December and January
IT IS THAT difficult for a university
of this size to sponsor a concert-any
concert-and sell enough tickets to
produce a performance la scheduled
performance!
1 am sure not everyone on this
campus has heard of Peter Frampton.
but now they may never get the
chance

BOWLING GREEN State University
is a school vulnerable to Intensive
criticism-from
the admissions'
policies to the cafeteria food-from the
overcrowding of dormitories to the
election of an SGA president- and from
the inconsistency of our basketball
team to the constant hassle we receive
daily from our colleges and advisors.
Amid all the madness and
frustration, where can one turn for
relief or relaxion" Not everyone lives
in Toledo and can buzz home on the
weekends. (Then again not everyone
turns to home for relief.)
"Get psyched, there's a concert next
month!" The next time this cry is
bellowed through the halls of the dorm,
I will not be the first one in line for a
ticket
But I am sure I will be able to get one
at the door
Sue Cater
and Frampton Fans of
Third Floor Mac East

don't care
As representatives to SGA Assembly
Board, we agreed with Mr. Jakeway
and Mr. Marvar (candidates for
Cultural Affairs and SGA President
respectively, on the "Students Who
Care" ticked that the students needed

the conservatives' contradiction
WASHINGTON-Next lo the green,
ethylene gas-ripened tomatoes they
sell in the supermarkets, the blandest,
most tasteless commodity around is
our political discourse It is this snack
food of the mind that their leaders feed
them which brought hundreds of
conservatives to meet here a few days
ago
You don't have to agree with them to
sympathize with their unhappiness
They are incarcerated in a political
party which has fused its principles
with those of its opponents to the
detriment of most everything
conservatives are said to believe.
In Mr Ford they have a President
and party leader who is a road
company Harry Truman, a man who
suffered permanent brain lock in the
late 1940s and who tries to gain support
for helping toe Russian tyranny with
the same bipartisan foreign policy
arguments that Truman once used for
exactly the opposite goals.
The anguished conservatives don't
understand that the touring company is
never as good as the original Broadway
cast
WHERE THE conservatives go
wrong, however, it with the

brains around is the fact that their love
of vast military display, their jingo
passion to show the flag in every
remote armpit of the globe may make
for foreign splendor, but it also
produces everything they detest
domestically

implication that their party and its
leaders have betrayed them. The
conservatives accurately point out that
most polls and other indicia show that
the majority of Republicans do share
their values and beliefs
Thus it appears to be a case of
treason when a Jerry Ford nominates a
Nelson Rockefeller or submits a
budge! deficit so large it must have
made them spit their Wheatics up over
the front pages of their morning
newspapers
Nevertheless, a case can be made to
show that it's the conservatives
themselves, the policies they advocate,
that force their party leadership into
adopting a big. centralized government
line.
What the conservatives have seldom
been able to wrap their overheated

Copyright.
1171,
Detroit
News t'alversal Press Syndicate

A nation on a perpetual war footing,
a nation that can find an overwhelming
necessity to sell arms, to scheme and
intrigue in every contemptible
backwater of the planet is a nation that
must be centralized
WHEN THOSE same conservatives
applaud and whoop it up for speakers
who say we must sacrifice to enforce
freedom hither and yon, what do they
suppose is meant" What is meant is
high taxation, regulation and control
If we want a foreign policy such as
ours, then we must accept a top down
society Kissinger knows that, which is
why he believes a patriotic Congress is
one which is seen but not heard
The foreign policy line of Kennedy
Johnson Nixon Kissinger a line that
has invariably been supported in its
most bellicose manifestations by the
conservatives-is one that leads

implacably to the bete noir of the
Right. Nelson Rockefeller. In all
matters foreign, he is one of them,
indeed he precedes them in his love of
guns and in his erratic, unstable
judgment
The Left hasn't dubbed him Nelson
the Mad Bomber on no evidence, but
whether or not you think Rocky Broad
Jaws should be vested with custody of
the ultimate button, he has seen that a
price must be paid to the liberals for
those gleaming divisions They'll vote
for a new long-range bomber, and do it
with conviction, but they must have
food stamps, too
Even Barry Goldwater in the White
House might think twice about
proposing the ideal conservative
budget to Congress. It would balance
all right, and that's about all you can
say for it: 1175 billion for the
Department of Defense. 110 billion for
the FBI and nothing else
Preposterous, so Rocky's been
willing to pony up for the schools and
the middle-income housing projects,
and if he made a hath out of building
them, he probably didn't give a damn.
THE PERMANENT war effort gives
rise and impetus to the mega-

corporation, which in turn prompts
demands for regulation In this fashion
the conservatives have unknowingly
done their best to put the small,
decentralized free-enterprise system
beyond them.
The free enterprise they're calling
for is a sudden withdrawal of all
protections-and the ones we have are
already very inadequate-to that
millions of us are left alone to play
David and Goliath with Penn Central
and the US Steel Corporation
Here again the conservatives haven't
thought their positions through Thus
they will continue to be surprised that
the Gallup polls show most of us
favoring dree enterprise while the
voting polls show us against it.
But hardcore conservatives, like all
sectarians, don't understand that it has
to be bellies first, and then political
principles With millions now oat of
work, mere hitting the bricks every
day and the rest of us worried we're
next, holding a political conference
that doesn't put jobs first on the
agenda is suicidal frivolity.
Copyright, 1*75. The Waikiagtoa PostKisg Feataret Syndicate

At the last SGA assembly meeting,
the "Students Who Care" emphasized
the fact that there was a need for
student involvement, and that more
students should get out to vote They
were going to see to this by personally
going out lo meet with the students.
Yet, when the opportunity to meet
the students arose, they failed to show
up, meaning, the students running
under the ticket "Students Who Care"
DON'T!
„. „ t .
lima Sutherland
139 Harrow Hall
Ron Schubert
317 Darrow Hall

keep it open
This letter is to protest the Union's
planned closing of the Carnation Room
to students during the day. I realize
that it it losing money but it is money
well spent.
The Carnation Room serves many
needs for the students and faculty who
use it-it it a study hall where students
can read assignments or do homework
It it a snack bar serving coffee and
lunch, but most of all. it is a meeting
place where friends can get together
and talk
Many students see each other only
during the day between classes and it
is great to have somewhere to go
where it's not too noisy.
The Carnation Room offers a relaxed
atmosphere conducive to both studying
and conversation and we feel that it
would be tragic to close it up.
There is no other place that can take
its place and on behalf of the students
and faculty who use it we ask that the
Carnation Room be kept open
Ray Varney
751 High St
Denise Kruse
306 S Prospect
Dan Kearney
402 S Church
THE BG NEWS
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Debaters snatch trophy

CIA

By Meets* Cwsk
Staff Reeerter

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Ceatral lateUifeaee Ajency
ICIA) hit been guilty et tome smill misst*p«," including
same not mentioned in hi* earlier testimony before a
Senate committee. CIA Director William W. Colby said
yesterday.
But Colby lashed out strongly against sensational
allegations of CIA misdeeds." which he said "have placed
American intelligence in danger."

Where do you display a $3,000 silver trophy handcrafted by
a London silversmith In 1771*
This question faces the debate team as they decide where
to put the Commodore John Jay Plerrepont trophy awarded
so George E. Thompson, sophomore (AaS). and David L.
Harrison, senior (AAS), for winning the U.S. Naval
Academy debate tournament last weekend at Annapolis.
Maryland. Fifty teams competed.

Ford
DEARBORN. Mich (API-Ford Motor Co. reported
yesterday that a poor fourth quarter sent earnings
tumbling 60 per cent in 1(74 to (Ml million, the firm's
worst performance since the strike year of 19*7
Earnings of S3 M a share compared with 1973. when
profits were a record $908 million or (9 13 a share.
The earnings slide came despite record world-wide sale*
for the year of $23 6 billion, up 3 per cent from $23 billion in
1973 Unit sales, however, declined 10 per cent to S3*
million compared with a record 5 97 million in 1(73.

Hard sell
COLUMBUS (APl-Gav. James A Rhode* began a hard
sell for his multibillion dollar ballot proposals yesterday,
raising the spectre of a doubling of the state income tax if
his four-part package is rejected.
Majority Democratic leaders promised the proposals
would be handled expeditiously by commutes but
remained noncommittal on final legislative approval. The
General Assembly must act by March 5 to qualify the four
conslitutioal amendments for the June 3 primary ballot.
In an early morning news conference. Rhodes contended
his jobs and building programs were the only alternative to
soaring welfare costs.
Chioans will be faced with at least a doubling of the
income tax. and perhaps a greater increase within the next
five years," he said, if his depression proof package is
rejected

Kl ansmen
LAKE WALES. FU. (AP)-Wbite-robed Klansmen
wearing tall, peaked hats have been surprising diners in
restaurants around this central Florida town by sauntering
in for coffee-and-gab sessions with anyone who is
interested
It is part of a Klan campaign to attempt to humanise the
once-feared, secret organization which terrorized blacks
and Catholics.
"It's kind of a publicity thing to bring us closer to the
people and attract new members," says Grand Dragon
John Paul Rogers, a Lake Wales barber who is president of
the Florida branch of the United Klans of America.

Frozen birds
FT CAMPBELL. Ky (AP)-Some two million birds
survived the Army's best efforts to freeze them to death
yesterday.
Thousands of birds, grackles. starlings and others,
perched atop ice-covered pine trees yesterday morning
while an estimated half a million others lay frozen to death
on the ground
We didn't expect to kill them all." said Brig. Gen. John
N Brandenberg. assistant commander of Ft. Campbell.
Our aim is to get the bird population under control,
trimming it down to manageable size."
Brandenberg said the Army would spray the area again.

Bring Thu Ad Wilh You fOf

a feeling of seNtvae prevails while
meandering along railroad tracks. (Newtphete by

MM**)

WASHINGTON (API-Betty Ford's mail at the White
House is running 3 to 1 against her outspoken support of
passage of the Equal Rights Amendment-ERA-to the
Constitution to end sex discrimination.
Press Secretary Sheila Weidenfeld said yesterday that
mail the White House counted so far shows 310 in praise of
Ford's efforts and 1.121 against.
THE FIRST Lady's staff was not reluctant to announce
the figures and Ford was reported unperturbed by the
reaction "She expected it." said Weidenfeld
Ford, visiting with wives of the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce directors at Blair House, explained to a reporter
her assessment of the mail count:
"It's those who are against ERA who are doing the
writing
"THOSE WHO are for it sit back and say good for herpush on''
Ford has been telephoning and writing legislators in

The News inadvertently omitted photo credits for Mel
Wildermuth's picture essay of the fencing team and Dan
Feicht's photo story of Dr Michael R. Ferrari yesterday.

MEDICAL, DENTAL I LAW SCHOOL APPLICANTS:
Have you applied for the 1975 classes, but without success so far? Perhaps we can help you get an acceptance.
Box 16140, St Louis, MO. 63105.

You can play an important role in improving
the living conditions of low income people in
the U.S. and 69 developing nations thru
VISTA or the Peace Corps.
Volunteer assignments beginning April, May,
June are now being filled.
Seniors and grad students should see
recruiters on campus:

360 Student Services Bldg.
Also - University Hall lobby.

r
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several states where ERA has come up for action recently,
including Illinois. Missouri. North Dakota, Arizona and
Nevada Thirty-four of the necessary 38 states have ratified
the amendment
SHE SAYS SHE plans to continue her personal effort
despite the setback of votes in states such as Arizona.
Nevada and Utah
Her efforts for ERA on her own have Inspired letters to
the editors of newspapers around the country, have sparked
some editorials and has brought mall to the White House
from around the country.
SOME OF THE sentiments from the letters to Ford
follow:
"It is wonderful to have a First Lady who Is concerned
about people and not just about clothes or decorating or
trees-trees are fine but human dignity and freedom concern
me more."

ease the hunger pains of their countrymen
Omega R Wilson, teaching fellow in speech and public i
relations councilman of BAPA. said they are trying to raise
funds to help
WILSON SAID more than (140 million has already been
raised by various agencies across the United States. "There
is no question that every penny can be used." he added
BAPA recently held an African Drought Relief Fund
Dinner to raise funds for the project and will continue with
other programs
A film was shown at the dinner which showed the .
suffering that the African people face "One of the main
things noted I in the film I was not enough money is available
to acquire the food." Wilson explained.
The money is needed for the purchase and distribution of
food, for medicine and for reforestation. Wilson said Money
is also needed to improve irrigation methods to try to
prevent the destruction from happening again, he added
"THE MOST immediate problem is getting the food to the
people." he said, adding that the bodies o( some people are
so malnurished that the people can actually die from eating ,
if not carefully fed the proper foods.
When the drought came it destroyed the grasslands, which
destroyed the people's livelihood. Wilson said. Nomads have
been walking 300-400 miles for help, he noted.
He explained that the people have gravitated to the cities
and other areas where food is available This centralization is creating many added problems, he said
WILSON SAID that it will take 15-20 years to return the
countries to normalacy-the point where the drought would
be stopped, and many more years before the areas would be
financially secure
Anyone interested in donating can contact BAPA in care
of Ethnic Studies, 208 Graduate Center

Photo credits omitted

GIGOLO S

DELICIOUS
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Hunger Starvation. Death.
Those grim words describe a lifestyle of 50 million
Africans who have been facing death by starvation For the
last seven years, an African area about the size of the
United States has been suffering from a drought that has
taken 400.000 lives
The Black African People's Association (BAPA), a
University organization of African students, is trying to

Repercussions hit First Lady

February 25 and 26
Placement Office -

'

"WHEN THEY schedule Bowling Green, they know they
have a good debate coming." he said
Ralph E. Carbone. coach of the debate team, said he was
"extremely pleased" with the performance of Thompson
and Harrison in the tournament
He said their final round was analytical, related well to
the audience and was their best debate ever
"I think the decision of 5-0 is a pretty clear indication they
did a fine job. " he said

Cepy Eater

Friday or Saturday
February 21 or 22

OPENING

ACCORDING TO Dr. Raymond Yeager. director of
Foreruucs. the trophy will stay at the University for one
year, then the debate team will return to the US Naval
Academy debate tournament to defend their title.
They will permanently keep a silver bowl trophy as a
symbol of the victory of Thompson and Harrison at this
year's tournament.
Dr. Yeager said this was the first year a University team
had won the tournament

By Kathr yi Marray

PEACE CORPS - VISTA

FREE ADMITTANCE

Thompson and Harrison, who defeated the University of
Kansas 5-0. were presented with the trophy by, the widow of
John Jay Pierrepoint. who purchased It in England as a
tribute to her late husband.

"I KNEW WE had a good team, but we didn't go in
expecting to win the tournament." he said, stressing that
debating is essentially an educational experience.
Dr Yeager said Thompson and Harrison, who won the
Miami University debate tournament in January, have done
well in their debating
"I think they've now found themselves." he said, "and I
think they would like to keep on winning.''
Despite the slow start of the debate team at the beginning
of the season, he said, the University is now considered a
power

Students assist in drought relief

Taft
WASHINGTON I API-Sen Robert Taft iR-Ohiol. left
Bethesda Naval Hospital on Wednesday to convalesce at
his Cincinnati home, his office announced.
Taft was hospitalized three weeks ago after suffering a
heart attack.
An aide. Nick Basso, said the senator was "in good
spirits" and would work at home on Senate matters.

"I'm just tickled to death, because Bowling Green has a
good program." he said.
He said he "sat there sort of stunned" when the two-man ■
team gained their victory

Alpha Sigma Phi congratulates
its new officers:
Pres. - Rot Boyl*
V. Pres. - Dal* Ickard
Treasurer - Jotf Bern
Recording Secretary - Mike Noob
Corr. Secretary - Dan BalvHIa
PD Members - Chuck Hillor
Dick McConnall
Rush Chairman • Mark Svffran
Social Chairman - Dan Henderson
Athletic Chairman - Tim Brltton
IFC Rep. Randy Winland
House Manager - Tim Cain
Activities Chairman - Tom CMnn
House Marshall - Mark Saffron
HAE Randy Winland
Alumni Chairman - Cralg Brlnar
Historian - Ron Hebron
Scholarship - Dan Bolvlllo
Mark Hofar
Parents Club Chair. - Pert Mottoi
Little Sig Advisor - Rob tills
Kitchen Steward - Rich Long
Chaplain - Chuck Hillor

And thanks to the old
for a job well done!

Roam around
Europe all summer
for $180.
A Sludent-Railpass gives you two months of unlimited Second Class rail
travel through 13 European countries.
Buy one, we'll give you a map, and where you go next is your own
business.
All we'll say Is that European trains are a sensational way to
get there, be it Austria, Belgium, Denmark. France, Germany,
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden or
Switzerland.
100,000 miles of track link cities, towns and historic, scenic
and social attractions. Our trains are fast, modern, convenient, clean
and comfortable.
And you'll discover there's very little second class about
Second Class. You can sleep in a couchette for only $6.00 a night. And
if you want to eat on a budget, inexpensive snacks are often available.
You can even take a cruise on the Rhine, if you like. Eurailpass
is valid on many European ferries, river and lake steamers and hydrofoils. It also offers you substantially reduced fares on many side
excursions you might want to take by motor coach.
And how's this for travel convenience? Many rail stations
offer bikes for rental, and it's possible to pick up a bike at
one station and drop it off at another.
All you need lo qualify is to be a full-time studeni
under 26. There's just one catch: You must buy your
Sludent-Railpass here before you take off. They're
not for sale in Europe.
If you have less time to travel.
or want to travel First Class, consider
Eurailpass. A two-week pass cosir
$130. Three-week pass costs $160.
One month, $200. Two months, $270.
Three months, $330.
Don't wait. It could be the
trip of your life. See your Travel Agent or
clip the coupon and we'll send you
all the facts.
PrlCM Bubj*ci to clung*.
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Prof studies island rats
ByBIUTwraer

maining, radiation on the

■toll.
Question: what University
professor goes to the South
Pacific, gets suntanned and
studies rati?
Answer Dr William B.
Jackson, the director of the
Environmental Studies Center.
Dr.
Jackson
recently
returned from a two-week
study of post-atomic bomb
effects on the rat population
on Eniwetok Atoll, about
2.000 miles south of Hawaii.
He explained that the
purpose of the study was to
look at the responses and
status of rodent populations
to the residual, or re-

The atoll is in the Marshall
Islands and was used by the
United States from 1948-19W
as an atomic bomb testing
ground
His trip, which was funded
by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). is part of a
long-term stui-y he and
about 10 graduate students
have been conducting hince
1964
"We have determined that
rodents are very
good
environmental monitors for
residual
radiation,"
Dr.
Jackson said, since rodents
pick up and concentrate
radioactive
materials

The Pi's
are ready to
have a ROARING
good time at
their formal!
CINEMA n

OPEN 11:30

SHOW 12:00

FRI.-SAT.
MIDNIGHT
MOVIES!

ALL SEATS •1.00
LIMA PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

^£V-

present in the environment,
in addition to having a relatively short Ufa span.
THE BATS pick up the
materials by eating plants,
for example. Dr. Jackson
added
The short life span of the
rodents, which Is usually
about six months, give* a
good measure of the radioactive status at any point In
time, he noted. And since
they do have such a short
life, there is not much time
for
radiation-produced
disease
to occur,
Dr.
Jackson said
But rats can help in
determining the amount of
radioactivity present in the
environment, he added,
which can be used to calculate radiation loads for
humans.
The rats on the atoll were

exceedingly healthy, Dr.
Jackson said, and there
were no apparent mutations
caused by the radiation from
the bomb blast*.
Former resident of the
atoll, numbering about ISO.
will officially be permitted
to return to the area next
month, but Dr. Jackson
noted that their home* have
not yet been readied. They
were transplanted in population centers on some of the
other
Islands
in
the
Marshall* when the bomb
teiting began.
He will work with investigators in the future to help
reduce the rat populations
when the atoll resident*
return, Dr. Jackson said.
Dr. Jackson said he would
suggest to the AEC that
rodent* should play a larger
role in evaluating environmental situations.
The result* of his study
will be incorporated into
papers which will be presented at the Radioecology
Symposium In Oregon this
spring and at the Pacific
Science Congress in August,
Dr Jackson said

ABORTION
STARTING RATE $125.00
1-24 week pregnancy terminated
By Licensed Gynecologist
CLOSE TO YOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNICS
CALL COLLECT 1-216-631-1557

24 HOUR SERVICE

local briefs . . . .
Applications
The
News reported erroneously
yesterday
that
applications for officers' position in the Graduate Student
Senate (GSS) can be obtained in the Education Building.
They may actually be obtained at the GSS office on the
third floor of the Union

Gynecologist
Dr. Marion Dietrich, a gynecologist from the Medical
College of Ohio at Toledo, will lead a discussion followed by
a question and answer period at 7 p.m. Sunday in the
Dogwood Suite, Union.

Topics include feminine hygeine. birth control, pelvic

Jazz show
Popular jan trumpeter Freddie Hubbard will be featured
on a special show at Z p.m tomorrow on WBGU-Radio. Ml
on the FM dial.
In the special half-hour show. Hubbard. who has been
voted number one trumpeter in the most recent "Playboy's"
jazz and pop poll and the most popular among readers of
"Down Beat", will talk about the jazz record industry,
electronics In jazz musk- and hi* latest Columbia album.
"High Energy."

Angel Flight
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Tbe University Angel
Flight chapter, a service
fraternity of the Air Force
Reserve Officers Training
Corps won half of the eight
awards presented to out(landing personnel at a
recent conclave.
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Susan
Thomas,
senior
(Ed), won the Silver Wings
Award for the angel who
best supports the ideals of
Angel Flight, while tbe Outstanding Adviser Award was
won by Capt John N. Black
man, assistant professor of
aerospace studies.
Tbe chapter was named
the Outstanding
Angel
Flight in tbe area and was
awarded toe Paul E Nelson
cup for the best support of
the Arnold Air Society
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CHI O'S
love their
Super Seven Actives
Sue Watt
Sue Kaput
Julie King

examination* aid PAP smear*.
Dr. Dietrich* presentation, sponsored
by the BG
S'udent Nurse* Organization, I* free and open to the
public.
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Wendy Dilworth
Sandi Snyder
Cathi Doyle
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Karen Alexander
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■■ BGSU Geology Club meeting Km 70 Overman 12 Mr David
Johnson, guesl speaker on Grand Canyon. Free, open to public, free

1 or 1 females to sublet spring.
W/mo 353-1101.

fantastic ice cream parly. Love,
the Chi O Actives.

1 male sublet new apt. indoor
pool i sauna, WS/mo Sal-asjs.

Who are the Greek Scholars of
Bowling Green'' The Gamma
Pht Betas

PERSONAIJ
Active Christians Today Bible study on Greek Class 603 (lough SI
10 a m
"Basic English Conversation" program Km 16 Williams Hall from
7-8. All International students L their wives invited
All Jewish students & faculty invited to celebrate the Sabbath in
Prout Chapel at 6 30 p.m.

Open Photography Lab. Hm. 231 Tech Bldg I a.m. to 3 p.m Open
to the BGSU Academic Community. Chemicals are supplied Bring
your own print paper. A fee of $.50 will be charged to your bursar's
bill for each session.

Sunday, February 23.1975
Duplicate Bridge Match today at I 30 Ohio Suite. Union. Play
- starts promptly 1 30 Open to all bridge players, with or without a
* psrlner.
Sailing Club meeting Rm. 203 Hayes Hall 7. Open to all
Worship service. Orthodox Christian Fellowship. 6 p.m . Sunday.
St. John's Episcopal Church. 1505 E. Wooster St
Active Christians Today worship service Alumni Rm.. Union 10 30

BARGAIN PRICES
ADULTS $1.00 CHILD 50C

^mxem

?arliy Patter

NOW SHOWING
EVES 7:30 & 9:15
SAT. & SUN MATINEES 2.-00
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»4»
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RIDES
Ride avail to N.J or NYC
leaving Thur 2 28 Call 2-Ml 1 or
3S1-60M

Female sublease apartment
spring 175 mo Janice SSI-sea.
2 I roommates needed to sublease spring quarter Call 351HH.
Female seeds a room 372-S6SS

Expert sewing and mending
pick-up and delivery Sewing
leasons available. 352-500

Female roommate spring
quarter. S71 mo Includes utillUes 352-MI*

SeAfeuptor

Tlssses typing 351-71*8

Roy Rogers

Tysiagdone .3S1-TH*.

1 fm. needed now plus spring.
US/mo., pool Ph. 354-1MB

Famty Restaurant

690-2993
300 E W0OSTER. BOWLING GREEN

niASlCALl

Mandatory meeting for all sailing club members Rm 203 Hayes
Hall at 7.

MR VICES OrTBRED

2741 WOOOVILLE RD, TOLEDO

352-3330

Volleyball open to all (acuity members A graduate students today
from 5-7 p m in the South Gym. Women's Uldg

Need ride to Ann Arbor 1/2)
morning. 1-2771. call after 5

juit nude the weekend a littler brighter On Saturday
and Sunday, you can enjoy hi. big, take home pack* ot goldenbrown fried chicken and save.

Zw pieces only
Save fl.OS

BGSU Karate flub will meet in the Aud of St Thomas More Parish
at 5 30

NEVER TO
BE ON
TELEVISION

TYPING DONE 3MSH4.

Female roommate - own room.
Xt/mo SM-SsSl.

Decisions? Need to talk?
Emotional and Material Pregaaacy Aid. 3M-623*

Sublease spring quarter. J527966 after 4

Typing Done 3S4-WM

Sublease spring
1141

Need quaUty typing done at reaaoaable rates' Call 3M-73W
WANTKD
1 f. to share house Deposit no
lease. Avail March I Diane. 2tHl.H

S mo 354-

M. roommate to share 3 bdrm
house SIM,mo. John. 3524MB
after S p.m
74 male BG grad desperately
needs parttime employment
3S1-SSM

Abortion Information • Finest
medical care available at the
lowest cost. Immediate appoint
menus Toll free. 1-W0-4M-3T70.
Abortion Information Service.
Starting rate S125 Clinic very
close to area. 1 24 weak pregnancy terminated by licensed
certified gynecologist. Modern
techniques and finest facilities
Immediate arrangements will
he made with no hassle. Call
collect. M hour service, l-lis631-1547.
COLORADO SUMMER JOBS'
Work and play In the Rockies
this summer-ranches, lodges,
parks, etc. Send M 00 for
information and list of contacts.
Ranch Hand Co-op. 4*0 N. IMfc
St. Canoe City, Colorado. Mill.
ADPi Actives' We really had
a great time on Turnabout day.
Good "Pleges" we were not. so
we'll let you be Pledge* and us
Active* for a whale longer L* 1.
ADPI "Pledge*".

Bev and Deb. light the way for
the rest of us. Congratulations
on your tapping Into Golden
Torch. Love, year Slaters
Bark, you may be all wet and a
real winner hut you're tops with
m t*o! Leve. Year sisters.
Bigs get psyched for Sunday
night. The paddles you find will
be out of sight DZ Little*

ptwaALa
Alverex Bluegrass Banjo. S325
or best offer. Jim Lynch 6*6
HM.
SPEAKERS 1 EPI Model SO
Tpeakeri. like new. best offer
371-3*41.
1*71 Buick LaSabre Custom,
air, 4 new tires, excellent condition. Call Gregg at 352-5740
Registered Irish Setter pups.
Championship bloodlines, will
sell Mid-March. ISO Phone 937

am.
FORRKNT

Congratulations Mike and Deb
on your TKE lavaDering. Best
Wishes. Mike.
Showing asd Sate of American
Indian Jewelry Sun Feb. 13,1-5
p.m. 1053 Varsity Square ApU
Gypsy Lane Rd . B.C. Fantastic
collection All Jewelry guaranteed Call Steve 354 74*3.
alter Frl 3U-1BS
Lai*. Tim. Clap - Brin* *•■•
cesadoe* Saturday sight and
we'll warm them up Love.
Marcia
Three cheer* to Beth Monroe
for being selected for the
Carolyn Wood Award! Lave,
your Chi Omega Slaters.

We have many apartment* and
houses (or rent for summer and
(all Call Newlove Realty - 3S3
7*11
Now leasing (or summer and
(all Luther Apartments. 1 and 1
bedrooms S month and 12
month leases. 352-43*4
2 bedroom unfurnished apartment available March 1st. Call
351-11*5 or WMgt
Rooms near campus. Fall a
rentals Phone 352
Preferred Property Rentals
Houses and Apartments. 352MTS.

Cnngratalatioas to Jeanne H.
Sally A. and Clara C.'for being
tapped into Golden Torch.
Were all proud of oar CM
Q»s«g» Sisters?

Cherry Hill Village Leasing
Club house with indoor bested
COffice hours 8-5 M F SS3
so* Rd. Suite 5 352424*

Interested in voice lessons? See
Mrs. Ourleae Harris: lit
Hall HTM.
,

Ma

BETA Little Diamond. Rash
Party February 24lh 4 25U 7-S
p.m.
Baby Owb) - You're
greatest!
Thanks for

the
the

Sublease 1 bedroom furnished
apartment spring quarter SSI-

'

APARTMENTS - 1 bedrooms.
rsrsis*^ S*a-4S71
1 kadrouil furnished apt. avail
able immediately. Call 352*370
or 3M-MM alter 5 Rent IU0.W.

Mdqy, F.b.wo-y 11. 1975. The M N.w, Too. 3

Police charge man
for distorting facts
BydwIySmerdM
Stall Reporter
Boyd N Martin. 870 Lyn
Rd . has been charged with
giving false information to
police following an assault
on his wife last Saturday
evening.
In a press release Wednesday, police said information
Martin had given them regarding the assault was
false Police refused to disclose any further information
Martin, member of the
Bowling Green Board of
Education, originally told

police his wife. Ruth K.
Martin had been annulled
by an unknown assailant at
about 730 p m wjule be
pulled their car out of the
garage He said he was waiting for ber if the driveway,
•nroute to fa basketball
game
Police found no weapon ui
the house, but from the
nature of the woman's
injuries, police de
determined that she had
been beaten with a blunt
instrument She suffered a
severe head wound and
numerous bruises
There were no signs of

forced entry into the Martin
home and nothing was
missing from the bouse,
police said.
If convicted of the false
information charge. Martin
faces a maximum fine of
tl.MO and a six-month jail
sentence.
RUTH MARTIN. SO. is in
Wood County Hospital In improved condition.
Her husband is also
principal of Whitmer High
School in Toledo. He is a
former Board of Education
president and principal of
Bowling Green High School
Barry
Martin, the
Martin* son. said yesterday
the family would not make a
statement until his mother
is fully recovered

Merchants endorse SCU
By Joe Wollet

Members of the Promote
Bowling Green Committee
(PBGCI yesterday gave
their support to the Student
Consumer Union (SCU) in
trying to inform students
where to get the most for
their money
George K Falkenbach.
junior IB.A.I and member
of the union, said he was
apprehensive about merchants thinking the SCU was
"out to get" merchants and
was relieved when they
supported his efforts
The union is set up to
protect both the student and
the merchant, according to
Falkenbach He said it will
be flexible, with the ability
to tell students about pricing, services and business
practices, while helping protect the merchant against
bad checks and shoplifting

THE GROUP discussed
methods of reporting discrepancies in pricing, with
committee member James
Gamble suggesting that Stl
list all merchants offering a
certain commodity with a
price comparison, instead of
saying one merchant has a
better price than another
That way. he said, certain
"teaser" items would not
mislead
students into
buying at a certain business
Another committee

member, Ben L. Whitman,
suggested that a number of
items could be listed, with a
tally at the end to show
which stores save students
the most money

Fund raising rakes in $3,600
By Margaret Bangey
More than 13.600 was
raited during Charities
Week. Feb 2-1. for various
charities
"The fact that we made
fl .500 more than last year
is. I think, amaxing." said
Student Activities Director
Greg DeCrane. He termed
the week which netted 13.692
a "great success."

A car rally for all interested persons is set for 2 p.m.
Sunday
The course, which is one-hour long, will begin at the Ice
Arena parking lot A 75-cent entry fee will be charged, and
any four-wheeled vehicle may compete
The top three cars which complete the course in the time
nearest the actual time of the course will divide the money
collected from entry fees
Rules and regulations will be available at the starting
point, and in case of bad weather, the rally will be held
March 2

•

much as *»." she said.
McDonald North also
sponsored a bagel and donut
sale and a penny-pitching
booth at the Mardi Gras
ALPHA PHI Omega, a
men's service fraternity,
was awarded a prize lor
having the best all-around
Mardi Gras booth DeCrane
said their pie-throwing con-

MCDONALD NORTH was
awarded a trophy for being

The Veterans Administration is now processing
applications for new educational loans for veterans
attending schools under the GI bill
Veterans ran receive loans up to 1600 by the provisions
of the Vietnam-era Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974.
The new law provides a 22 7 per cent increase in monthly
payments to veterans covered under the GI bill.
The law also allows all veterans who exhaust the 36month entitlement provided for by the GI bill an additional
nine months to complete their studies
Veterans may obtain information by contacting Dale
Stylinski. University veterans' administration representative, at 353-2961

test excelled in areas of
originality, creativeness.
and theme
Some residence halls requested that their profits be
sent to specific charities. All
other money collected during Charities Week will be
turned over to Charities
Board, which allocates their
money to a number of charities in the spring

Now featuring PIZZA

Wed. is special night
Special price on brew
Special price on pizza

GOING TO THE GAME
AGAINST MILWAUKEE?
If not, why not donate your ticket
to PROJECT SUNSHINE so that an
underprivileged child can attend?
When you pick up your ticket tell
the lady to hold it for

PROJECT SUNSHINE.
Spansoxd by Anderion Hall Sl««»nt Foundation

Hewlett-Packard introduces
a smaller uncompromising
calculator: the HP-21 Scientific.
, a*./*'

the organization to raise the
most money during the
week
They collected
1316 74
According to Kathryn R.
Heineman. McDonald North
hall director, their most outstanding project was the
auctioning ol eight hockey
players. This project
brought in tzM 42 "Some of
the players went (or as

Applications available

Falkenbach asked for
merchants to work with him
and the SCU Hussein Vatan.
owner of Vatan's Import and
Gifts, and Robert J Lobos.
acting store manager at
LaSalle's. volunteered to
work with the SCU

Car rally this Sunday

The Karate tournament on
Feb. 2. which kicked off
Charities Week, cleared
11.100.
Proceeds from events held
during the week, which were
sponsored by campus organisations and residence
halls, totaled II.M, in addition to $1,026 raised at Saturday's Mardi Gras.

874-8649
GETTING TIRED OF SCHOOL WANT TO TAKE SOME TIME OFF WORK WITH DISADVANTAGED YOUTH GET PAID WHILE DOING IT
GET INVOLVED IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
GAIN LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE CONTACT: Dave Betz,
Toledo Public Schools
Outdoor Education
Program, Manhattan &
Elm Streets, Toledo, Ohio,
43608, Phone, 1-7295111 Extension 261, or 1419-531-6334.
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$125,001
EXTRA MONEY FOR YOU
We can't promise to make you rich. However, we can assure you that we'll
give you a good chance to make some extra bread.
If you like music you'll probably find it a bit easier to make the extra
money.
This isn't likely to interest the old people in the establishment. They are
too busy telling people their music is too loud and their hair is too long. You'll
notice a lot of these jealous old people are bald!
We think you'll be pleased with our offer if you know people who enjoy
listening to records and/or tapes, listening to music on the radio, or going to
concerts. You don't need to know a lot of music freaks — just people who are
interested in the music of today.
The best part of this is that you'll be able to likely save some money for
your friends while making extra money for yourself.
Write to us for the complete details on how we can help you make extra
bread. A member of the establishment who might read this would wonder
why someone would write for a loaf of bread. We could stick in some expressions that would really blow his mind — but we won't.
Our literature will show you that there is almost no limit to the amount of
money you can make.

Now SI25.00 buys:
More power than our HP-35. 32 pre-programmed functions and operations vs. 11 lor
our HP-35. The HP-21 performs all log and
trii; functions, the latter in radians or decrees.
It's our only calculator short of the I IP -15 that
lets you:
• convert polar to rectangular coordinates, and
back again (-*P,->R) ;
• do full register arithmetic (M + , M —, MX,

M+);
• calculate a common antilog (I0X) with a
single keystroke.
The HP-21 also performs all basic data
manipulations (1/x, y", Vx~. ") and executes
all pre-programmed functions in one second w
less. In sum, it's designed to solve tonvVtr/Sv'S'.'
problems as well as today's.
Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. ') ounces for our
HP-35.
Full display formatting. The display key (DSP;
lets you choose between fixed decimal and
scientific notation and lets you control the num-

ber of places displayed. (The HP-21 always
uses .ill 10 digits internally.)
If a number is too large or small for fixed
decimal display, the HP-21 switches automatically to scientific. It never confuses a smaller
number with zero.
Finally, if you give the HP-21 an impossible
instruction, the Display spells E-r-r-o-r.
RPN logic system. Here's what this unique
logic system means for you i
• You can evaluate any expression without
copying parentheses, worrying about hierarchies or restructuring beforehand.
. You can solve all problems your way—the
way you now use when you use a slide rule.
. You solve all problems—no matter how com' plcx—one step at a time. You never work
with nxirc than two numbers at once.
• Ynuw all intermediate answers immediately.
The I IP 21 cxcuiles each fuiulion immediately after you press the ftinclion key.
• You can easily luiklrack when you err. The
HP-21 performs all operations sequentially.

• You can re-use numbers without re-entering
them. The HP-21 becomes your scratch pad.
H-P quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel
Prize winners, astronauts, conquerors of Everest, America's Cup navigators and over 500,000
other professionals own H-P calculators.
Your bookstore will give you a demonstration today. Challenge our new HP-21 with
your problems. See for yourself how much performance $125.00* can buy. If your bookstore
doesn't have the HP-21 yet, call us at 800538-7922 (in Calif. 800-662-9862) for the
name of a dealer who does.

HEWLETT [Up!PACKARD
r
tf
Sale* anil tcfvkt from 173 office* in 65 countries.
Depl ii<s, l'».tin Pnmeridg* Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014
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There are some people who would check on this only because they are
curious and have no interest in making extra money. We want to keep these
people down to a minimum. We want to hear from people who are really interested in making extra money. Therefore, you must send us $1.00 to get
the complete details on how you can make a great deal of extra bread. This is
to keep out the curiosity seekers and your $1.00 is refundable.
Let us hear from you and we'll get all the details to you right away.

GEMINI MUSIC

P.O. BOX 13058
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63119
We'll close with a real mind tripper for you. You'll never guess
the correct answer.
What group has been seen in concert by more people than any
other group in history?
You might guess for yours without coming up with the right
answer. We'll send you the correct answer along with your literature.
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Prof studies island rats
ByBlilTaraer
Question: what University
professor goes to the South
Pacific, gets suntanned and
studies rats?
Answer: Dr William B
Jackson, the director of the
Environmental Studies Center.
Dr.
Jackson
recently
returned from a two-week
study of post-atomic bomb
effects on the rat population
on Eniwetok Atoll, about
2.000 miles south of Hawaii.
He explained that the
purpose of the study was to
look at the responses and
status of rodent populations
to the residual, or re-

maining, radiation on the
atoll.
The atoll is in the Marshall
islands and was used by the
United Stales from 1948-19S8
as an atomic bomb testing
ground
His trip, which was funded
by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), is part of a
long-term stui.y he and
about 10 graduate students
have been conducting hince
1964.
"We have determined that
rodents are very good
environmental monitors for
residual
radiation."
Dr.
Jackson said, since rodents
pick up and concentrate
radioactive
materials

The Pi's
are ready to
have a ROARING
good time at
their formal!
FRI.-SAT.
MIDNIGHT
OPEN 11:30

SHOW 12:00

MOVIES!

ALL SEATS 4.00
LIMA PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

^£V-

exceedingly healthy. Dr.
Jackson laid, and there
were no apparent mutation
caused by the radiation from
the bomb blasts
Former resident of the
atoll, numbering about ISO,
will officially be permitted
to return to the area next
month, but Dr. Jackson
noted that their homes have
not yet been readied. They
were transplanted in population centers on some of the
other .islands
in
the
Marshalls when the bomb
testing began.
He will work with investigators in the future to help
reduce the rat populations
when the atoll residents
return, Dr. Jackson said.
Dr. Jackson said be would
suggest to the Atfc that
rodents should play a larger
role in evaluating environmental situations.
The results of his study
will be incorporated into
papers which will be presented at the Radioecology
Symposium in Oregon this
spring and at the Pacific
Science Congress in August,
Dr. Jackson said.

present In the environment,
in addition to having a relatively short life span.
THE RATS pick up the
materials by eating plants.
for example. Dr. Jackson
added
The short life span of the
rodents, which is usually
about six months, gives a
good measure of toe radioactive status at any point in
time, he noted. And since
they do have such a short
life, there is not much time
for
radiation-produced
disease
to
occur,
Dr.
Jackson said
But rats can help in
determining the amount of
radioactivity present in the
environment, be added,
which can be used to calculate radiation loads for
humans.
The rats on the atoll were

local briefs . . . .
The
News reported
erroneously
yesterday that
applications for officers' position in the Graduate Student
Senate (GSS) can be obtained in the Education Building
They may actually be obtained at the GSS office on the
third floor of the Union

Jazz show
Popular jaxx trumpeter Freddie Hubbard will be featured
on a special show at 2 p.m. tomorrow on WBGU-Radio. Ml
on the FM dial.
In the special hall-hour show. Hubbard. who has been
voted number one trumpeter In the most recent "Playboy's"
jaxx and pop poll and the most popular among readers of
"Down But", will talk about the jaxx record industry,
electronics in Jaxx musk and his latest Columbia album.
"High Energy."

Gynecologist
Dr. Marion Dietrich, a gynecologist from the Medical
College of Ohio at Toledo, will lead a discussion followed by
a question and answer period at 7 p.m. Sunday in the
Dogwood Suite. Union.
Topics include feminine hygeine. birth control, pelvic
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CLOSE TO YOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNICS

examinations and PAP smears.
Dr. Dietrich! presentation, sponsored
by the BG
S'udenl Nurses Organization, is free and open to the
pUDliC

Applications
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CALL COLLECT 1-216-631-1557

24 HOUR SERVICE

The University Angel
Flight chapter, a service
fraternity of the Air Force
Reserve Oflicers Training
Corps won half of the eight
awards presented to outstanding personnel at a
recent conclave.
Susan Thomas, senior
(Ed), won the Silver Wings
Award for the angel who
best supports the ideals of
Angel Flight, while tbe Outstanding Adviser Award was
won by Capt John N. Black
man. assistant professor of
aerospace studies
Tbe chapter was named
the Outstanding Angel
Flight in tbe area and was
awarded the Paul E. Nelson
cup for tbe best support of
the Arnold Air Society

by Garry Trudeau
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V BOSU Geology Club meeUng Km 70 Overman 12 Mr David
"* Johnson, guest speaker on Grand Canyon. Free, open to public, Iree

Deochfiont

"Basic English Conversation" program Rm. 16 Williams Hall Irom
7-9. All International students a their wives invited

Rooms

rftOM

All Jewish students L faculty invited to celebrate the Sabbath in
Prout Chapel ate.30 p.m.
Saturday, February H, l«75
Open Photography Lab Rm 23] Tech. Bldg. * a.m. to 3 p m Open
to the BGStl Academic Community Chemicals are supplied. Bring
your own print paper A fee of I 50 will be charged to your bursar's
bill for each session.

Per Pei son
Quad Occupancy

Sunday. February 23.1975

^■^J'/DAVTONA

Duplicate Bridge Match today at 1:30. Ohio Suite. Union Play
starts promptly 1 30 Open to all bridge players, with or without a
partner
Sailing Club meeting Rm 203 Hayes Hall 7 Open to all
Worship service. Orthodox Christian Fellowship. S p.m.. Sunday.
St John's Episcopal Church. 1508 E. Wosster St
Active Christians Today worship service Alumni Km
a.m.

BARGAIN PRICES
ADULTS $1.00 CHILD 50c
NOW SHOWING
EVES 7:30 a. 9:15
SAT. & SUN MATINEES 2.-00

Pavny Pantsr

THE MOST HILARIOUS

*■" ptecesonly
1Z paces only

FarraV Restaurant

S.v. 7S<

O pieces only
S... SO<

Insanely
tunny.
outrageous
and

Volleyball open to all (acuity members 4 graduate students today
frosns-7 p.m. in the South Gym. Women's Bldg
Mandatory meeting lor all sailing club members Rm 203 Hayes
Hall at 7.
RIDES
Ride avail to N.J or NYC
leaving Thur 2 2t Call 2-5011 or

Female sublease apartment
spring 175 mo Janice 352-5496

Need ride to An Arbor 2/21
morning 1-2771. call alters

aat.

8»aVTC» OTTERED

Female needs a room 372-5654

Expert sewing and mending
pick-up and delivery Sewing
lessons available J52 MM

Female roommate spring
quarter. 171 mo includes util
ities 352-5611

Theses typing. 352 7166

I fm needed now pkis spring
t66/mo . pool Ph 354-1266

Typing done 352 7266

"reverent'
-PIAYBOV
MAGAZINE

691-2993
300 E WOOSTER. BOWLING GRKN

352-5930
PUASC CAU.

RATED

NEVER TO
BE ON
TELEVISION

2 f. roommates needed to sublease spring quarter Call 352

TYPING DONE 352 «B4.

Female roommate • own room
SS6 mo S52-6S51

Decisions'* Need to talk?
Emotional and Material Pregnancy Aid. 352-6236

Sublease spring quarter
TMsftaM

352

Sublease spring

354

Typing Done 3S4-6SM
2741 WOODVILLE RO, TOLEDO

Union 10:30

BGSU Karate Club will meet in the Aud of. St Thomas More Parish
atS:30

aw-etas

juil nude the weekrnd j link blighter On Sjiuul.iv
and Sunday, you can enjoy his big, lake home packs of goldmbrown fried chicken and save

S.y. *1 OS

.n «nt **, *i imiiin.

1 or 1 females to sublet soring
Sty mo 353 1101

fantastic ice cream party Love,
the Chi O Actives

1 male sublet new apt. indoor
pool a sauna. 9*5 mo 352-6266

Who are the Greek Scholars of
Bowling Green' Tbe Gamma
PhiBetas

PERSONALS
Active ChrisUans Today Bible study on Greek Class SOS Clougli St
Ham

COME TO
' DAYTOINA

aifUHBa

IMMIW

Need quality typing dose at reassaabk rates? Call 352-7306
WANTED
1 f. to share house Deposit, no
lease Avail March I Diane. 2-

SMI,M,

»*5 mo

1242

M roommate to share 3 bdrm
bouse flM/mo . Jobs. 352-OSes
after 6 pm.
'74 male BG grad desperately
needs parttime employment
S42-5SP)

Abortion Inlormation - Finest
medical care available at the
lowest cost. Immediate appoint
menta. Toll free. 1-600-436-3770
Abortion Information Service.
Starting rate $125 Clinic very
cksse to area. 114 week pregnancy terminated by licensed
certified gynecologist Modern
techniques and finest facilities
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect 24 hour service Mia
631-1567
COLORADO SUMMER JOBS!
Work and play la the Rockies
this summer-ranches, lodges,
parks, etc. Send t>.M 'or
Information and list of contacts.
Ranch Hand Co-op, 490 N. 19th
St Canoe City. Colorado 81212
ADM "Active*': We really bad
a great time oa Turnabout day.
Good "Plegea" we were not. so
we'll let you be Pledges and us
Actives for a while longer 1A L.
ADPI Pledge*'

Bev and Deb. light the way for
the rest of us Congratulations
oa your tapping into Golden
Torch. Love, your Sisters.
Barb, you may be all wet and a
real winner but you're tops with
ss too! Love, Your sisters.
Bigs get psyched for Sunday
night The paddles you find will
be out of sight. DZ Littles
FOR SALE
Alverei Bluegrass Banjo 9325
or best offer Jim Lynch 6*6SPEAKERS - 1 EPI Model 90
Speakers, like new. best offer
I7US4I
1971 Bulck LaSabre Custom,
air. 4 new tires, excellent condilion. Call Gregg at 351-6740
Registered Irish Setter pups.
Championship bloodlines, will
sell Mid-March. ISO Phone 937
MH.
FOR RENT

Qx«gratulaUons Mike and Dee
on your TKE lavaBerlng Bast
Wishes. Mike.
Showing aad Sate *f America*
Indian Jewekry Su Pee. 23.15
p.m. 1053 Varsity Square Apt*.
Gypsy Lasc Rd . B.C. Fantastic
collection All Jewekry guaranteed Call Steve 364-7443.
after Fri 361-ltaV
Lyie. Tsn. Chip - Bring those
cesadoes Saturday night and
we'll warm them *p Love.
Marcta.
Three cheers to Beth Monroe
for being selected for the
Carolyn Wood Award! Love.
your Chi Omega Sisters
CotsgraUiUtlocw to Jeanne H.
Sally A. aad Clara C 'for being
lapped Into GoWea Torch.
We're all proud of our Chi
Omega listarsi
latereatad I* voice
Mrs Ckarleae Harris
Hail. 12711

mi.
Now leasing for summer and
fall Uther Apartments 1 and 2
bedrooms * month and 12
nsoatt leases. 36143*4
1 bedroom unfurnished apartment available March 1st Call
351 1195 or 352«74
Rooms near campus Fall a
summer rentals Phone 352-

nav

Preferred Property Rentals.
Houses aad Apartments. 352ejTt
Cherry Hill Village Leasing
Cash house with indoor heated
poet Office hoars 9-5 M-F 153
Napoleoa Rd Suile 5 352-6248
1 bedroom furnished
xasillllMt spring quarter 352

"

BETA Little Dtasnoads. ltash
Party February 14th * 25th 7-9
p.m
Baby Owls - You re
greatest!
Thanks for

We have many apartments and
houses lor rent for summer and
fall Call Newlove Realty 153

the
the

APARTMENTS - 1 bedrooms.
furwlhi I 3*3-4671
1 hiaroom furnished apt. avail
able immediately Call 352*370
or 352-sag* after 5 Km si l0.w.

Friday, February 71. 1975. Th. IO N.w, Pag. S

Police charge man
for distorting facts
ByCMySneretaa
Suf! Reporter
Boyd N Martin. 170 Lyn
Rd.. has been charged with
giving false information to
police following an assault
on his wife last Saturday
evening.
In a press release Wednesday, police said information
Martin had given them regarding the assault was
false Police refused to disclose any further information
Martin, member of the
Bowling Green Board of
Education, originally told

police his wife, Ruth K
Martin, had been Muulted
by an unknown assailant at
about 7 30 p.m. while be
pulled their car out of the
garage He said he was waiting for her in the driveway.
enrmiie to J basketball
game
Police found no weapon in
the house, but from the
nature of the woman's
injuries,
police de
determined that she had
been beaten with a blunt
instrument She suffered a
severe head wound and
numerous bruises
There were no signs of

farced entry into the Martin
home and nothing was
missing from the bouse,
police said.
If convicted of the false
information charge, Martin
facet a maximum tine of
ll.ow and a six-month jail
sentence.
RUTH MARTIN SO. is in
Wood County HospiUI in improved condition
Her husband is also
principal of Whttmer High
School in Toledo. He is a
former Board of Education
president and principal of
Bowling Green High School
Barry
Martin, the
Martins'son. said yesterday
the family would not make a
sUtement until his mother
is fully recovered

Merchants endorse SCU
By Joe Wallet
Members of the Promote
Bowling Green Committee
iPBGCi yesterday gave
their support to the Student
Consumer Union tSCl'l in
trying to inform students
where to get the most for
their money
George K Falkenbach.
junior tB.A.i and member
of the union, said he was
apprehensive about merchants thinking the SCU was
"out to get" merchants and
was relieved when they
supported his efforts
The union is set up to
protect both the student and
the merchant, according to
Falkenbach He said it will
be flexible, with the ability
to tell students about pricing, services and business
practices, while helping protect the merchant against
bad checks and shoplifting

THE GROUP discussed
methods of reporting discrepancies in pricing, with
committee member James
Gamble suggesting that SCU
list all merchants offering a
cerUin commodity with a
price comparison, instead of
saying one merchant has a
better price than another
That way. he said, certain
teaser" items would not
mislead
students into
buying at a certain business
Another
committee

member. Ben L Whitman,
suggested that a number of
items could be listed, with a
tally at the end to show
which stores save students
the most money

Fund raising rakes in $3,600
By Margaret Boagey
More than $3,600 was
raised during Charities
Week. Feb. 2-1. for various
charities
"The fact that we made
$1,500 more than last year
is, I think, amazing." said
Student Activities Director
Greg DeCrane He termed
the week which netted $3,692
a "great success "

A car rally for all interested persons is set for 2 p.m.
Sunday
The course, which is one-hour long, will begin at the Ice
Arena parking lot. A 75-cent entry fee will be charged, and
any four-wheeled vehicle may compete
The top three cars which complete the course in the time
nearest the actual time of the course will divide the money
collected from entry fees.
Rules and regulations will be available at the starting
point, and in case of bad weather, the rally will be held
March 2

the organization to raise the
molt money during the
week. They collected
(316 74
According to Kathryn R.
Helneman, McDonald North
hall director, their most outstanding project was the
aucUonlng ol eight hockey
players. This project
brought in 1286 42 "Some of
the players went (or as

much as$30." she said
McDonald North also
sponsored a bagel and donut
sale and a penny-pitching
booth at the Mardi Grai.
ALPHA PHI Omega, a
men's service fraternity.
was awarded a prize (or
having the best all-around
Mardi Gras booth DeCrane
said their pie-throwing con-

test excelled in areas of
originality, crealiveness.
and theme.
Some residence halls requested that their profits be
sent to specific chariues. All
other money collected during ChariUes Week will be
turned over to ChariUes
Board, which allocates their
money to a number of ChariUes in the spring.

MCDONALD NORTH was
awarded a trophy for being

Applications available
The Veterans Administration is now processing
applications for new educational loans for veterans
attending schools under the Gl bill
Veterans can receive loans up to $600 by the provisions
of the Vietnam-era Readjustment AssisUnce Act of 1074.
The new law provides a 22 7 per cent increase in monthly
payments to veterans covered under the GI bill.
The law also allows all veterans who exhaust the 36month entitlement provided for by the GI bill an additional
nine months to complete their studies
Veterans may obtain information by contacting Dale
Stylinski. University veterans' administration representative, at 353 2961

Falkenbach asked for
merchants to work with him
and the SCU Hussein VaUn.
owner of Vatan's Import and
Gifts, and Robert J Lobos.
acting store manager at
LaSalle's. volunteered to
work with the SCU

Car rally this Sunday

The Karate tournament on
Feb 2, which kicked off
Charities Week, cleared
$1,100.
Proceeds from events held
during the week, which were
sponsored by campus organisations and residence
halls. toUled $1,566. in addition to $1.036 raised at Saturday's Mardi Gras.

Now featuring PIZZA

Wed. is special night
Special price on brew
Special price on pizza

GOING TO THE GAME
AGAINST MILWAUKEE?
If not, why not donate your ticket
to PROJECT SUNSHINE so that an
underprivileged child can attend?
When you pick up your ticket tell
the lady to hold it for

PROJECT SUNSHINE.
Sponio»t<l by Andorton Hall Shrtent Foundation

Hewlett-Packard introduces
a smaller uncompromising
calculator: the HP-21 Scientific.

874-8649
GETTING TIRED OF SCHOOL WANT TO TAKE SOME TIME OFF WORK WITH DISADVANTAGED YOUTH GET PAID WHILE DOING IT
GET INVOLVED IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
GAIN LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE CONTACTt Dave Betz,
Toledo Public Schools
Outdoor Education
Program, Manhattan &
Elm Streets, Toledo, Ohio,
43608, Phone, 1-7295111 Extension 261, or 1419-531-6334.

■
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$125.00:
EXTRA MONEY FOR YOU
We can't promise to make you rich. However, we can assure you that we'll
give you a good chance to make some extra bread
If you like music you'll probably find it a bit easier to make the extra
money.
This isn't likely to interest the old people in the establishment. They are
too busy telling people their music is too loud and their hair is too long. You'll
notice a lot of these jealous old people are bald!
We think you'll be pleased with our offer if you know people who enjoy
listening to records and/or tapes, listening to music on the radio, or going to
concerts. You don't need to know a lot of music freaks — |ust people who are
interested in the music of today.
The best part of this is that you'll be able to likely save some money for
your friends while making extra money for yourself.
Write to us for the complete details on how we can help you make extra
bread. A member of the establishment wno might read this would wonder
why someone would write for a loaf of bread. We could stick in some expressions that would really blow his mind — but we won't.
Our literature will show you that there is almost no limit to the amount of
money you can make.
Now $135.00 buys:
More power than our HP-35. 32 prc-pro- ber of places displayed. (The HP-21 always
grammed functions and operations vs. 22 for IIMS .ill 10 digits internally.)
If a number is too large or small for fixed
our HP-35. The HP-21 performs all log and
trii! functions, the latter in radians or decrees. decimal display, the 1IP-21 switches automatiIt's our only calculator short of the I IP-15 that cally to scientific. It never confuses a smaller
number with zero.
lets you:
Finally, if you give the HP-21 an impossible
• convert polar to rectangular coordinates, and
Instruction, the Display spells E-r-r-o-r.
back again (-*P,-»R) ;
• do full register arithmetic (M + , M—, MX, RPN logic system. I lere's what this unique
logic system means for you:
M+)j
. You can evaluate any expression without
• calculate a common antilog (I0X) with a
copying parentheses, worrying about hierarsingle keystroke.
chies or restructuring beforehand.
The HP-21 also performs all basic data
• You can solve all problems your way—the
manipulations (l/x, yx, \fx, ') and executes
way you now use when you use a slide rule.
all pre-programmed functions in one second or
. You solve all problems—no matter how comless. In sum, it's designed to solve tomorrow 's
"' plcx—one step at a time. You never work
problems as well as today's.
.with fwore than I wo numbers at once.
Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. 9 ounces for our « Yuuscvnll intermediate answers immediately.
HP-35.
The I IP 71 executes cadi finuliiiii immediately after you press the function key.
Full display formatting. The display key (DSP)
lets you choose between fixed decimal and • You ian easily baiktratk when you err. The
.HP-21 performs all opcralions scc|iienlinlly.
scientific notation and lets you control the num-

• You can re-usc numbers without re-entering
them. The 1 IP-21 becomes your scratch pad.
HP quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel
Prize winners, astronauts, conquerors of Everest, America's Cup navigators and over 500,000
other professionals own H-P calculators.
Your bookstore will give you a demonstration today. Challenge our new HP-21 with
your problems. See for yourself how much performance $125.00* can buy. If your bookstore
doesn't have the HP-21 yet, call us at 800538-7922 (in Calif. 800-662-9862) for the
name of a dealer who does.

V

EWLETT!mPACKARD
Sales .mil Nrvict ('"'" 1^3 office* in 65 countries.
Ili-pt hfR, r».tlo Praneridgc Avemic, Cupertino, CA 950H

r-l.-l nl.lil |..l MlhfelMK 1|»|'IH.II>I. sttMe »i''l '">.'! I*>
.ii. in jl 11 s ,\ . ,\Li L. sll.li.....

There are some people who would check on this only because they are
curious and have no interest in making extra money We want to keep these
people down to a minimum. We want to hear from people who are really interested in making extra money. Therefore, you must send us $1.00 to get
the complete details on how you can make a great deal of extra bread This is
to keep out the curiosity seekers and your $1 00 is refundable.
Let us hear from you and we'll get all the details to you right away.

GEMINI MUSIC

P.O. BOX 13058
ST. LOUIS, M0. 63119
We'll close with a real mind tripper for you. You'll never guess
the correct answer.
What group has been seen in concert by more people than any
other group in history?
You might guess for yours without coming up with the right
answer. We'll send you the correct answer along with your literature.

Cagers to face Wisconsin-Milwaukee
By Met Reel
Asslstaat Sporu Eallor
The Falcon basketball team, riding a four-game winning
streak, will entertain Wisconsin-Milwaukee at 3 p.m
tomorrow in Anderson Arena.
Bowling Green. 14-4 overall and 8-4 in the Mid-American
Conference (MACI. is the only MAC title-contending team
that plays a non-loop foe this weekend.
One key conference game finds Toledo traveling to
Miami. Both teams are tied for second place with 7-4 league
records.
"THE WINNER of that game will have a real
advantage." Falcon coach Pat Haley said, "because neither

team has a road game after that."
Miami had to come from behind at Kent Wednesday night
to defeat the Flashes. 52-50. Toledo was also victorious as
they knocked off Central Michigan. 90-80
Central, in third place with a 6-4 record, will host Ohio
University tomorrow. Western Michigan, which still has an
outaide chance at the title despite five losses, must play at
Kent tomorrow afternoon
The Falcon hoopsters. who have played four games in
seven days, did not practice yesterday.
"We need the rest," Haley said "We should be all right
against Milwaukee, though
"Our big thing is Just keeping it going-playing hard and
playing with enthusiasm," Haley said. "Other than

shooting, we can't play any better than we did against
Western Michigan "
The Falcons. 16-64 victors over the Broncos, shot only 57
per cent from the field in that contest.

the mismatch," the BG coach eiplained "We had Cash pop
out on the wing and we put Skip down low to get the pass.
"I thought Skip moved really well to get open, and he got
some good passes thrown to him." Haley added

SENIOR SUP Howard was BG's big gun in the Western
game. He bombed in a season-high 24 points and grabbed
nine rebounds. Howard also played a fine defensive game.
"I thought he was just tremendous," Haley said about
Howard. "He was really playing with confidence. I doubt
that we could have won without him '
Haley said he took advantage of a mismatch which saw
Western's 6-3 Jeff Tyson defensing Howard.
"We switched I Cornelius) Cash and Howard when we saw

HALEY WILL stick with his starting quintet of Howard
and Cash at forward, freshman Ron Hammye at center and
Jeff Montgomery and Steve Cooper in the backcourt.

Struggling icers host Bills
By Mark Glover
Sports Editor
A struggling Bowling
Green hockey team will play
one of the hottest teams in
the nation tonight and
tomorrow in a pair of 7:30
p.m starters at the Ice
Arena
After a torrid start. BG
has fallen on hard times.
The local icers notched an
18-4 i mark before injuries
started to dismantle the
team In the last seven
games, the Falcons have
posted a dismal 1-5-1 record

ON THE OTHER hand.

BG's weekend opponent. St.
Louis University (22-11-1).
has been tearing up the
opposition in recent games
after a slow start.
Three weekends ago. the
Bills started the Falcons on
their current tailspin by
beating BG twice, 4-3 in
overtime and 5-1 While St
Louis was murdering Ohio
State in a two-game series,
9-1 and 94 last weekend. BG
managed to give the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association (CCHA) title to the
Billikens.
CCHA foe Lake Superior
tied the Falcons last Friday

evening, 7-7 in overtime, and
defeated BG the following
night, 6-5. If the Falcons had
won just one of those games,
they would be playing for
the league championship
this weekend.
But St. Louis has mathematically clinched the title
with a 5-1 mark. Consequently, there will be an
"intimidation factor" in this
weekend's games with the
CCHA tournament coming
up March 7 and 9
BG WILL BE attempting
to prove itself against the
tournament
favorite

Women face tough UD
By I jurl Leach
Staff Writer
Incentive will be the key
[actor in this weekend's
game between the Bowling
Green women cagers and
the University of Dayton
hoopsters. according to BG
mentor Sue Hager
"This is billed as a big
game for Dayton." she said.
"They have been seeded
fourth for the state
tournament, so that gives
them incentive to beat us.
Our incentive is our third
place seed "
The Falcons
are playing at the University

of Dayton Arena in the preliminary before the men's
game with Miami. This may
also have a psychological
effect on BG.
"WE'VE PLAYED in the
arena before, and the girls
say that the ball bounces
differently on the artificial
surface." said Hager. "We
will also be away from the
crowd, and that has an
effect."
Bowling Green may be
playing before its largest
crowd this year, since they
are the preliminary game
The UD Arena has a

Ohio baseball clinic
Detroit Tiger outfielder Leon Roberts and Western Michigan head coach Bill Chambers will be among the featured
speakers tomorrow at the ninth annual Northwest Ohio
Baseball Clinic here
The clinic is open to the public (32 for students and (3 for
adults i. and will be held in 115 Education Bldg. starting at
8 30 a in The afternoon session will feature a BG team
practice in the Men's Gym.
Featured in the afternoon's batting demonstration will be
tor mil BGSU player Mark Ammons. now with the Philadelphia Phillies, and Ron Sorey. the Montreal Expos'
number one draft choice in 1974.
Also scheduled to speak during the all-day program are
Jim Reinebold. high school coach at South Bend. Ind.
(Clayi. Dr. Richard Bowers from the University's health
and physical education department, head BG coach Don
Purvis and Falcon Athletic Director Dick Young

capacity of 13.500 and
around 10.000 fans usually
attend the Dayton games.
"I hope our third place
seed is a motivational factor
for us. but I hope the girls
don't forget that they have a
game to win before the
tournament." said Hager.
HAGER SAID that she
would work with the women
on an individual basis U>
smooth out
individual
weaknesses on offense and
defense.
"We lost at Cincinnati last
weekend because we played
as individuals rather than a
team." she said. "At
Toledo, the individuals put
their skills together collectively, and that's what
we'll have to do In Dayton."
Hager said that the
Falcons will have to play a
"top-notch" game to beat
the Flyers. Dayton is a very
aggressive team and tries to
make the opponent lose
control of the ball
"IF WE HAVE an abundance of violations and
turnovers, we'll lose this
game." she said.

although this year marks the
first time in CCHA history
that St Louis and BG will
not meet in the first round of
the loop tourney.
The Falcons. 2-3-1 in the
CCHA. will be meeting Lake
Superior 12-5-11 in the
opening round while the
Billikens meet Division Two
league champ Western
Michigan. Nevertheless, BG
will attempt to psycb the
conference champs this
weekend
The already weak Falcon
defense will be operating
without the services of
Wayne Sander against St.
Louis Head coach Ron
Mason told Sander to leave
the team earlier in the
week
"He was not going to
school," said Mason. "If you
can't go to classes, you can't
play hockey. So I told him to
hang up his skates. It was
one of the hardest decisions
I have ever had to make."
BG defenseman Jfltiij
Mavity will probably be out

of the lineup again this
weekend with a shoulder
injury. Converted center
Tom Esper will again be
skating on defense.
FALCON WINGER Bruce
Woodhouse may be back in
the lineup tonight after a
long injury layoff- about the
only good news on the injury
front.
Mike I.iut will be in goal
tonight for the Falcons, and
Al Sarachman will be in the
nets tomorrow evening.
Mason, who said he was
impressed with the lethal
Billiken offensive attack,
indicated yesterday that be
would like to prove
something to St. Louis and
also notch some games in
the win column.
"I think it is important to
show St. Louis that we can
beat them." be said. "And I
also think it's important to
get into that win column
We'd like to get over the
hump and prove that we can
win again."

teams." Stubbs said. "I look
for them to finish in the top
four or five in (NCAA)
Division Two.
"Unfortunately,
they're
strong in the distance events
where we are too," he said
"But they're also strong in
the other events."
A look at common opponents will verify OU's
talent The Pioneers have
managed to best Western
Michigan, Central Michigan
and Eastern Michigan. All
three MAC schools have
beaten the Falcons.
OAKLAND ALSO features
depth in the sprint events,
the butterfly, the individual
medley and the breaststroke.
Stubbs said he believes the

There's no let up in sight
for the Falcon swimming
team which travels to
Rochester, Mich, for a 2
p.m. meet with Oakland
University (OU).
The tankers, now 4-6, have
not won a meet in their last1
five outings-thelr worst
losing streak in four years.
Despite the 5-0 series
record BG holds over
Oakland. Falcon coach Tom
Stubbs readily admits the
Pioneers are favorites in the
meet.
"If they were in the MAC
(Mid-American Conference), they'd probably be
up with the top three

There's a wolf in every
woods. So take a
wolf to the
Alpha Gamma formal
at Houston

$

Spikers compete in CCC
By BUI Estep
Improving on last year's
fifth-place finish will be the
prime objective this
weekend when the Bowling
Green indoor track squad
ventures to the Central
Collegiate
Conference
(CCC I championships at
Western Michigan.
With the dual meet
schedule behind them, the
Falcons and coach Mel
Brodt are planning a
different approach to this
initial scoring contest of the
campaign.
"In the earlier relay
meets at Michigan and
Michigan State, we were

Oakland depth will create
problems for the Falcons
This advantage will enable
Pioneer coach Corey Van
Fleet to be flexible with his
lineup
Even with all the
Pioneers'
apparent
strengths, Stubbs said he
believes the Falcon relay
units could play a decisive
factor in the meet's
outcome.

LAST SEASON'S top six
finishing teams, including
defending
champion
Eastern Michigan and
runner-up Southern Illinois,
are among the 20 schools
slated to compete in the 49th
running of the indoor CCC.
The eligibility of BG's Don
See and the addition of
footballer Hal Thomas will
help bolster the Falcon
sprint efforts while distance
ace Tim Zumbaugh and
Michigan freshman Mike
McGuire have been tabbed
as the pre meet favorites in
the three mile
Brian Storm. Ron Taylor
and Thomas will receive
stiff competition in the 60yard dash from four
speedsters that have clocked
6.1 or better this season
Defending champion Mike
Monroe of Southern Illinois
beads up a 300 field that will
include BG's See and
Thomas. Penn State's Mike
Sands has covered the
distance this season in a

BG'S RANDV Zimmerman and Walter Hawkins
will take to the tartan in the
600-yard run where entries
also include Vinson. the 1974
NCAA Indoor 600 winner,
and Sands, who finished
third at last year's
nationals.
I)„n Dunton and Bruce
Vermilyea will represent
the Falcons in the 880. and
Hick Hutchinson and Tom
Preston will race in the 1000
The most competitive
event of the meet could be
the mile where Falcons
Vermilyea, Dunton and
Zumbaugh will face a field
of 12 runners who have run
4 10 or better Eastern's
Jim Dei en tops the list at
4 06. while CCC cross
country
tillist Greg
Stremmel of Penn State is
also entered

PURE PRAIRIE

LEAGUE
Both LP's Now
on Sale

ONE OF THESE DAYS
YOU'RE GOING TO
GET YOURS
4ft

NOW PLAYING

A Domino s pmo. thai is The word s out ihot Domino's
not only mokes the best pliza m town, but

EVE. AT 7:15-9:30
SAT.SUN. MAT. 2:00-4:15

that they deliver »t fast, usually within 30 minutes.

Above alL.lt'sa love story.

quick 301. while Monroe
owns an effort of 30 5
Taylor and sophomore
Tim LoDico will match their
49.4 season bests in the 440
against NCAA qualifiers
Stan Vinson (47 0) of
Eastern Michigan. Bruce
Ijirigho (47.8) of Southern
Illinois and Kansas' Waddell
Smith (48.2) and Randy
Benson (414).

solely attempting to qualify
people for the nationals, but
not in this one," Brodt said
"With this being our first big
scoring meet of the year.
we'll just overload events
and try to win the meet."
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FINAL WEEK!
EVE. AT 7:15-10:15
SAT.SUN. MAT. 1:15-4:15

COMING FEB. 26 "LINNY"

PORTS

NOW OPEN

Get psyched sisters! Woods.
CINEMA I

•••

Coach Mike Ehrenfried's Falcon junior varsity (11-21 will
face Owens Tech at 1 p.m tomorrow at Anderson Arena.

The BG NeWS?

No lei up for swimmers
ByPeleEaglekart
SUN Writer

Wisconsin-Milwaukee was 8-13 going into last night's
game against Cincinnati Its best player. 6-9 center Kessem
Grimes, quit the team two weeks ago

■SgSf***.
Each album

ONLY

$399

%J each

And there s no charge for delivery Thastore
the big reasons why Domino s is rapidly becoming the most
popular pizza home in town So. next Saturday.
after a hard day of girl passing' m the stands settle down
to a pizza from Domino s You owe it to yourself.

WE HAVE THE EVERYDAY LOWEST PRICES M TOWN!

The Domino People are pizza people, Period.

Alan James
Arkin* Caan

B

Freebie and the Bean

n

BARGAIN MATINEES FOR
•FREEBIE" . SAT. & SUN.
OPENING TILL 6:00
AH SEATS j 1.00

352-5221

SCHOOLKIDS' RECORDS

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

134W.W00STER
(>/2 block west of Main St.)

352-4812
STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA

MONDAY - FRIDAY 12:00 - 8:00
SATURDAY 11:00 - 6:00

